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摘　　要

　我が国のホルスタイン集団の１，２，３産次の変

量回帰検定日アニマルモデルにおける多項式の次数

を判定するために、モデルの当てはまりの尺度とし

て、１，２，３産の残差分散、対数尤度（－２ｌｏ

ｇＬ）と赤池の情報基準（ＡＩＣ）を用いた。モデ

ル式における変量回帰係数である相加的遺伝効果お

よび恒久的環境効果と、母数効果係数の回帰次数を

２，３，４および５次で比較した。次数が多くなる

につれ、残差分散は小さくなるが、その傾向は２お

よび3産では大きいが初産では次数が増加しても残

差分散の減少は大きくなかった。これは、初産では

乳期に対する検定日記録の推移が極めて平準化して

おり、ピークからの泌乳持続性が2，3産次に比べて

高いことによる。変量回帰係数である相加的遺伝効

果、恒久的環境効果の次数が２，３，４，５次と大

きくなるにつれて、１，２，３産の残差分散、対数

尤度（－２ｌｏｇＬ）と赤池の情報基準（ＡＩＣ）

のいずれも減少した。対数尤度と赤池の情報基準

は、小さいほど当てはまりがよいことを示してお

り、次数が大きいほど、変量回帰モデルの当てはま

りがよくなり、モデルの精度が高まることを示し

た。しかし、１，２，３産の残差分散、対数尤度と

赤池の情報基準値の多項式次数の増加に伴う減少の

程度｢（i産次の基準値－i+1産次の基準値）／i産次

の基準値｣は、２次から３次，３次から４次は大き

いが４次から５次になるにつれ減少の程度は小さく

なり、コンピュ－タ－の容量や計算時間からすれば

多項式の次数は4次が妥当と思われた。なお、変量

回帰の相加的遺伝効果や恒久的環境効果以外にモデ

ル式において、乳期に伴う乳量の推移を母数効果の

回帰式で２，３，４と５次の次数間で比べたが、

１，２，３産の残差分散、対数尤度と赤池の情報基

準に大きな差はなく、次数２次でも妥当と思われ

た。以上より、変量回帰検定日アニマルモデルで

は、母数回帰係数効果の回帰式の次数は２次、変量

回帰係数の相加的遺伝効果や恒久的環境効果の次数

は４次が望ましい。
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 The use of random regression (RR) test-day animal 

model for genetic evaluation is appealing because 

different lactation curves of cows and environmental 

effects associated with each individual test days can be 

better accounted for (Schaeffer and Dekkers, 1994; 

Jamrozik et al., 1997). Various functions have been 

used to describe the distribution of the test day yields 

across lactation (i.e., lactation curve) for a RR model 

(e.g., Wood, 1967; Wilmink, 1987; Ali and Schaeffer, 

1987; Kirkpatrick et al., 1990). Of these functions, 

Legendre polynomial (LP) for a RR model (Kirkpartick 

et al., 1990) was widely used for genetic evaluation of 

dairy cattle. At present, many countries have used the 

RR test day model for national genetic evaluation 

(Interbull, 2009). Jamrozik et al (1996) reported that a 

linear function of 5 covariates and a linear function of 3 

covariates produced small practical difference in terms 

of variance and covariance components, EBV and 

prediction errors. Misztal et al. (2000) reported that 

the estimates of genetic parameters can vary with 

varying orders of LP. Jamrozik and Schaeffer (2002) 

found that  the  tes t  day  mode l  us ing  Legendre  

polynomials outperformed that using the lactation 

curve function with the same number of parameters. 

Norberg et al. (2004) reported that a RR model with a 

fourth-order LP is the best model for determining 

genetic parameters for test-day electrical conductivity 

of first-lactation milk. Liu et al. (2006) compared 

different orders of LP in RR models for first-lactation 

milk yield and found that the choice of the order of the 

LP fo r  a  RR mode l  va r i ed  depend ing  upon  the  

statistical criterion used for model comparison. 

 The studies of the optimal order of LP in a RR models 

are well documented for the first lactation, but are 

quite lacking for multiple lactations. Currently, the 

Japanese national genetic evaluation is based on a 

lactation model and plans to switch to a three-lactation 

RR animal model in the near future. It is, therefore, 

necessary to determine an appropriate number of 

covariates to describe the lactation shapes of the first 

three lactations. This study aimed to compare the 

performance of different RR models with quadratic, 

cubic, quartic, and quintic Legendre polynomials using 

the first three-parity milk production data of the 

Japanese Holsteins. 

Introduction

 Detail description of data and statistical models used 

for this study were given in Togashi et al. (2008). 

Briefly, data consisted of Japanese Holstein TD milk 

yields of the first three lactations from 1996 to 2000. 

All lactations of the first three parities were required to 

have a minimum of 10 TD records and the number of 

cows per herd-test-date is required to have a minimum 

of 7.  The TD records of milk yields within and between 

parities are treated as separate traits. The additive 

genetic effects and permanent environmental effects of 

the test day yields were modeled using a quadratic, 

cubic, quartic or quintic Legendre polynomial (LP) 

which corresponds to the f itt ing of 3, 4, 5, or 6 

covariates, respectively. The three-parity test day 

animal model used was as follows:

 

where               test-day milk record in the s
th
 parity,

               the ith
 herd-TD effect in the s

th
 parity (s = 1, 

2, or 3),

          LP coefficients (covariates) for DIM d corresponding 

to polynomial q in the s
th
 parity,

            the fixed regression coefficient for the s
th
 

parity specific to jth
 location-age-season subclass (two 

locations, 3 ages and 4 seasons of calving gives a total 

of 24 subclasses per parity) evaluated at DIM d 

corresponding to Legendre polynomial q, 

             the permanent environmental RR coefficient
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of animal k corresponding to polynomial q in the s
th
 

parity, 

            the additive genetic RR coefficient of animal k 

corresponding to polynomial q in the s
th
 parity, 

         = the residual effect for each test-day yield.

x = the order of LP where x is the second, third, fourth 

or fifth order.

The residual effects were assumed uncorrelated within 

and between animals. The computer program REMLF90 

(Misztal et al, 2000) was used to obtain the (co)variance 

components.

  The goodness of fit of the different test-day RR 

models with varying orders of LP for modelling the 

fixed regression effect of location-age-season class and 

the random effects of both addit ive genetic and 

permanent environment was evaluated based on the 

residual variances (RV) of the first three parities, the 

log l ike l ihood funct ion (-2 logL) ,  and Akaike's  

information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1969; 1973). 

  The Goodness of Fit of the RR Models with Varying 
Orders of LP for the Fixed Effect
  As suggested in literature and supported by the 

results of this study explained in the subsequent 

section, the fourth-order Legendre polynomial for the 

random regression coefficients of both the additive 

genetic and permanent environmental effects was found 

to be an adequate fit.  Consequently, the effects of 

changing the order of LP from 2 to 4 for the fixed 

effect (i.e., location-age-season) on the statistical 

criteria were investigated with the order of fit for the 

random regression coefficients being fixed at 4. Table 1 

shows the residual variances (RV) of the first three 

parities, log likelihood function (-2logL) and Akaike's 

information criterion (AIC) when the order of LP for 

fitting the fixed regression effect within location-age-

season subclass varies from 2 to 4. The results indicate 

that the statistical criteria compared are pretty robust 

to the changes in the order of LP for the fixed regression 

effect within location-age-season subclass. Thus, the 

fitting of a second- or third-order of LP for the fixed 

location-age-season effect would suffice.  Subsequently, 

the LP for the fixed location-age-season effect was 

fitted with the third order for the purpose of studying 

the effects, on the statistical criteria, of fitting different 

orders of LP for the random regression coefficients of 

the random effects. Ideally, all possible combinations 

between the order of LP for both the fixed and random 

effects of the test-day model should be examined, but 

this would involve a lot more computations. As a 

compromise, this study assesses the adequate order of 

fit for the fixed effect first, followed by studying the 

adequate order of fit for both random effects (genetic 

and permanent environmental effects).  

  The Goodness of Fit of the RR Models with Varying 
Orders of LP for Random Effects
  This study applied equal order of LP for both genetic 

and permanent environmental effects as suggested in 

literature (Olori et al. 1999; Pool and Meuwisson, 

2000; Pool et al., 2000). Table 2 shows the changes in 

the statistical criteria (RV of the first three parities, -

2logL and AIC) when both addit ive genetic and 

permanent environment effects were fitted with equal 

order of LP (2-2, 3-3, 4-4, or 5-5). The residual 

variances of the first three parities all decrease as the 

order of LP increases from 2 to 5. The decrease in 

residual variances was greater for the second and third 

parity than for the first parity. This means that the 

genetic evaluation of the first-lactation milk EBV using 

a test-day model is more robust to the varying order of 

LP for the random effects than the evaluation of the 

second- or third lactation milk EBV because the first 

lactation curve is more persistent than the 2nd and 3rd 

lactation curve (Muir et al., 2004; Togashi et al., 

2007). Therefore, it appears justified to fit a higher 

order of LP for the second and third parity than for the 

first parity in multi-parity analysis. 

     The value of AIC decreases as the order of LP for 

Results and discussion
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     The estimation of milk EBV for the 1
st
 parity is more 

robust to varying orders of Legendre polynomial (LP) 

than for the 2
nd
 or the 3

rd
 milk EBV because the 1

st
 parity 

lactation curve is more persistent than the 2
nd 

or the 3
rd
 

parity lactation curve. The changes in the statistical 

criteria, particularly in both the log likelihood function 

(-2logL) and Akaike's information criterion (AIC) 

stabilize when the random regression model was fitted 

with a fourth-order LP (5 covariates) for the additive 

genetic and permanent environmental effects. The five 

statistical criteria showed little changes with LP of 

orders increasing from 2 to 4 for the fixed regression 

effect. Considering both the computational demand and 

the accuracy of evaluation, the fitting of a random 

regression animal model with a fourth-order LP for the 

random effects and a second-order of LP for the fixed 

effect is recommended for Japanese national genetic 

evaluation of the first three-lactation milk production.

Conclusions
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the additive and permanent environmental effects 

increases from 2 to 5. The order of LP that produces 

the smallest value of AIC is considered to best fit the 

data among the orders of LP studied. The statistics -

2logL increase slightly with the increasing order of LP. 

The percentage of reduction (PR) in RV, -2logL and 

AIC due to fitting a higher order of LP for the additive 

and permanent environmental effect is given in Table 3. 

The percentage of reduction for all statistical criteria 

increases as the order of LP increases up to 4 and then 

decreases. The results from Tables 2 and 3 combine to 

suggest that the fitting of a RR model with a fourth-

order LP for both additive genetic and permanent 

environmental effects is justified. The current Canadian 

genetic evaluation is based on a multiple-trait RR 

model with a fifth-order LP (6 covariates) for the first 

three lactations (Canadian Dairy Network, 2009). 

Based on the results of this study, the fitting of a RR 

Model with a fourth-order LP for both the additive 

genetic and permanent environmental RR coefficients and 

a second-order LP for the fixed regression coefficients 

of the fixed effect is recommended in terms of both the 

computational demand and evaluation accuracy for the 

first three-lactation milk EBV.
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     This study aims to determine the appropriate order 

of Legendre polynomial (LP) for a three-parity random 

regression (RR) model using the Japanese Holstein 

production data.  The goodness of fit of the RR models 

with second-, third-, fourth-, and fifth-order LP for 

the fixed and random effects was evaluated based on 

five statistical criteria: the three residual variances of 

the first three parities, the log likelihood function (-

2logL), and Akaike's information criterion (AIC). A 

model that produces the smallest AIC indicates the 

best fit to the data.  The percentage of reduction in 

residual variances with increasing order of LP was 

greater for the 2nd and 3rd parity than for the 1st 

parity, suggesting that the 1st lactation milk is more 

robust to the order of LP than the 2nd or the 3rd 

lactation milk because the first lactation curve is more 

persistent than the 2nd and 3rd lactation curves.  All 

five statistical criteria decrease with increasing order of 

LP for the additive genetic and permanent environmental 

effects, suggesting that the higher the order of LP fitted 

for RR coefficients, the more accurate the RR model is. 

However, the rate of decrease for the five statistical 

criteria (as measured by the percentage of reduction) 

decreases as the order of LP goes beyond 4. When the 

order of LP for the fixed regression coefficients increases 

from 2 to 4, there are little changes in the five statistical 

criteria, indicating that the fitting of a RR model with a 

second-order LP for the fixed regression coefficients is 

justified. Based on the results of this study, it is advisable 

to fit a RR model with a fourth-order LP for the random 

effects and a second-order LP for the fixed effect in 

genetic evaluation of the milk EBV of the first three 

parities. 

Key words: random regression, Legendre polynomials, 

multiple lactations
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